Clean water is essential for life, yet nearly 1 billion people in the world still live without it. The results are staggering . . . and unacceptable: Two million people die every year because of unsafe drinking water, and the majority are children. In fact, more than 4,500 die every day from water-related illnesses.

**And not enough is being done to stop it.**

The World Water Crisis is one of the largest public health issues of our time. Combine war, malaria, HIV/AIDS, and even traffic accidents . . . dirty water still kills more people. But today, it’s easier than ever to do something about it.

In just a few years, World Help has partnered with compassionate people to provide hundreds of clean-water wells and other water projects in some of the most impoverished communities on earth. In the process, we’ve seen firsthand how clean water changes everything.

Instead of walking three to four miles every day to fetch water for their families, children have time to attend school, receive an education, and escape the cycle of poverty. Women spend less hours searching for water sources and caring for sick children. Families grow healthier crops and livestock, earning more to pay for food, schooling, and medical fees. Communities spend less time surviving and more time thriving.
Here’s how it works: causelife follows a three-step process for the construction of a well. Once the full amount of funds has been received, we work closely with national partners to assess the greatest areas of need. When a location has been selected, drilling begins. And in just a few short months, transformation begins to take place.

The truth is, a relatively small amount of money can provide a child, a family, or even an entire village with clean water for the rest of their lives! Can you imagine one gift making that kind of impact?

$15,000 provides one deep borewell, which supplies 1,000 people with clean water.

$5,000 provides one water project, which supplies 500 people with clean water.

All other donations toward clean water help fund building costs, labor, and other items such as filtration systems, water storage tanks, and pipelines.

Our goal for 2013 is to impact 38,000 people with the gift of clean water—the catalyst for true health. It raises school enrollment, improves health, reduces poverty, and changes lives. Your gifts not only provide clean water to children, families, and villages . . . they are also changing futures forever.

GANNATOLA, INDIA

The people of this community used to walk for miles to their nearest water source—a polluted canal used by livestock. Today, the community of 300 celebrate health and hope that came in the form of a causelife clean-water well.